ROBESPIERRE
of the judges, the red-capped, blood-stained butchers,
armed with pikes, swords, axes or meat cleavers, and
the ashen faces of the prisoners, as one by one they
were brought before the tribunal. Maillard questioned
them gruffly, handed out rough justice, saved whom he
could. "We are not here to judge opinions, only acts",
he said once. There is in existence a blood-stained
prison record with, behind each name, the entry:
"Executed by judgment of the people. Maillard", or
"Absolved by the people. Maillard." It is his glory or
his shame, depending upon the viewpoint of the be-
holder. Forty-three were saved by Maillard's court,
who otherwise certainly would have perished.
When a prisoner was freed there would be cheering,
and he would be escorted to safety and frequently led
home in triumph. "Hats off to the innocent!" the escort
would shout to the passers-by. If, by glancing at each
other and nodding, the judges rendered the verdict of
guilty, the prisoner would not be told, but the com-
mand given: "Let the gentleman go". The gate would
open, and as the unfortunate, faint with relief and joy,
would step outside to claim the gift of life and free-
dom, he would be quickly despatched with pike thrusts
and sabre blows, amidst a silence pierced only by his
own anguished cries.
So gruesomely fantastic an occurrence could hardly
have taken place without giving birth to legends even
more gruesomely fantastic. Thus, for example, the
story of the glassful of human blood, supposed to have
been drunk by Mademoiselle de Sombreuil to save her
father, found its origin in a tumbler filled with red
wine handed her to keep her from fainting! Lamartine
is responsible for giving currency to most of these
legends by taking all of them seriously in his romantic
History of the Girondins.
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